
Ukrhydromech Nova Kakhovka Plant (Kherson region)

  

Додаток

  

Q u e s t i o n n a i r e 

  

    
    1. Complete name of the enterprise/company  

  

Public Joint Stock Company “Ukrhydromech Nova Kakhovka Plant”

  

    
    1. Name, surname and position of the managing      director of the
enterprise/company   

  

Mr. Oleg Bezobrazov, Board Chairman

  

    
    1. Contact data of the      enterprise/company and of the person authorized to work
with foreign      partners (postal address, e-mail, telephone/fax)   

  

2, Promyslova Str., Nova Kakhovka, Kherson region, 74900, Ukraine

  

326840@mail.ru
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Ukrhydromech Nova Kakhovka Plant (Kherson region)

  

Теl./fаx: +380 (5549) 51811

  

www.ukrgidromeh.com.ua

  

Contact person – Mr. Yuri Mahonkin

  

    
    1. Enterprise/company profile  

  

PJSC “Ukrhydromech” is the enterprise specializing in manufacture and supply of
hydromechanical equipment and metal constructions for hydro, thermal and nuclear power
plants; as well as special lifting mechanisms for waterworks.

  

Main product types are the following: low- and high-head gates (plain, segment, sector, flap,
etc.), paddles safety cage (trash racks, fine mesh rotary screen), penstocks, steel linings of
power tunnels, ad gates chambers for HPS stations and waterworks, welding hinged bearing of
segment and sector gates, fixed and mobile trash raking machines, rail crane tracks with
accessories for thermal and nuclear for lifting and transportation of different loads, temperature
and precipitation compensators, intermediate rolling bearings of open-type pipelines, gantries
for moving of lifting cranes, steel structures of pipe canals and transport gantries, grabs and
scoops for transportation of dry substances.

  

Year of foundation is 1960.

  

    
    1. If the enterprise/company already exports      to foreign markets? Which
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products/services?   

  

Over the past 10 years, the company manufactured and supplied to Mexico, Chile, Croatia,
India, Vietnam, Algeria, Angola, Ethiopia, Russia, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Tajikistan as well as sold in the domestic market the following products: 

  

- Sliding bulkhead gates (operational and emergency/maintenance type);

  

- plain wheel gates (operational and emergency/maintenance type);

  

- sectional sliding bulkhead gates (maintenance type);

  

- radial gates (segment, sector type);

  

- trash racks (stationery and demountable);

  

- navigation lock gate (miter), double wing type, rolling-type, etc., without bearing and running
gear;

  

- lifting and tractate mechanisms, incl. rope-type, screw-type, spindle-type, etc.

  

    
    1. What regions (countries) are of      particular interest for your enterprise/ company
regarding exports      operations? Which products/ services your enterprise/company is
ready to      export?   
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North America, South America, European and African countries, India, Vietnam, Russia, Belaru
s, the
countries of Central
Asia and
Middle East.

  

    
    1. What infrastructure or      investment projects, tenders abroad are of particular
interest for the      enterprise/company regarding your participation?   

  

We are interested in tenders for supply of the following products:

  

- Sliding bulkhead gates (operational and emergency/maintenance type); 

  

- plain wheel gates (operational and emergency/maintenance type);

  

- sectional sliding bulkhead gates (maintenance type);

  

- radial gates (segment, sector type);

  

- trash racks (stationery and demountable);

  

- navigation lock gate (miter), double wing type, rolling-type, etc., without bearing and running
gear;
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- lifting and tractate mechanisms, incl. rope-type, screw-type, spindle-type, etc.
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